Bruu #12
There is a notebook with sheet music and dance descriptions from Tønsberg (Vestfold),
written in 1777. The notebook is by Johannes Bruu (1750-1830) and is titled “Nogle Engelske
Dantzer” (Some English Dances). Here “English” refers to the fact that dances are done in
longways sets with progression.
The book contains 18 dances with music, diagrams, and some explanations. The cover page
and description of this dance is included below. Most of the dances do not have names, so
this is the twelfth dance in the book – hence the name Bruu #12.
A significant amount of interpretation is required in order to bring the dances into use. A
number of people have been involved in this activity – especially Reidar Warme, who
printed a facsimile along with interpretations (ISBN 82-7000-115-5, 1980). The interpretation
used here is my own - the way we have danced it in Hordaringen and Springar’n in Oslo.
Source:

Johannes Bruu, Nogle Engelske Dantzer, 1777.

Music:

2/4. The dance has its own melody, but can be done to any reel or polka
with phrases that are the right length (2 phrases of 8 bars each).

Formation:

Longways formation for as many as will, M in one line facing ptr in the
other. Seen from the top, M are on the R and W on the L. Count 1-2, 1-2, 12, and so on down the set. (Originally there was also a 3rd standing cpl
between each group, but we have chosen to do without.)

Steps:

Walking. At the time the book was written in 1777, the dance was probably
performed using fairly complex steps. However, the book describes only
the formations (not the steps) and we choose to dance with simple walking.

Meas
1-4

Pattern
With 8 walking steps, 1st cpl lead down thru 2nd cpl, separate, go round the person
below and back to place.

5-8

1st cpl does 8 walks to perform a half figure of 8 around 2nd cpl, end in ptrs place.
To do this, W cross in front of M, M walk around 2nd W, W walk around 2nd M.

9-12

With 8 walking steps, 2nd cpl lead up thru 1st cpl, separate, go round the person
above and back to place.

13-16

2nd cpl does 8 walks to perform a half figure of 8 around 1st cpl, end in ptrs place.
To do this, W cross in front of M, M walk around 1st M, W walk around 1st W..

17-24

Chain with two cpls, do 6 hands. The first R is to ptr, then L to person of same sex,
then R to ptr, and so on. Courtesy turn at end. Progression happens here – that is, 1st
cpl ends in 2nd place.

25-32

1st and 2nd cpl join hands in a circle. 8 steps to L (CW), then 8 to R (CCW).
When the dance repeats the 1st cpl dances with the new 2nd cpl below them. Dance
until you reach the end of the set, then stand out once and change numbers.

Cover page of original book:

The page that describes this dance, Bruu #12:
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